
VINEYARD  

Grapes for this wine have been entirely sourced from our Certified Organic Nanya 
Vineyard near Paringa, South Australia. Coming off a bumper crop in 2021, we knew 
that yields from 2022 were going to be down. This was exacerbated by a cool spring, 
and hailstorms in November. Despite this, the mild summer temperatures, abundant 
sunshine and lack of rainfall created a perfect harvest season – steady ripening 
across whites and reds aided fruit intensity and flavour development, while cool 
nights meant acids remained intact. While yields are down, quality is exceptional, 
resulting in fantastic wines.

We view the vineyard as more than just the source of our grapes. It is a holistic  
system of interconnected organic prosperity. The vine is important, but it is the 
health of the entire environment that provides the best tasting grapes.

At no stage during the grape growing and winemaking of Naturalis Organic wines 
have we used any synthetic pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, fertilisers or inputs of 
any kind. Everything we use comes from nature, pure and clean.

WINEMAKING  

The harvesting of our Organic Shiraz grapes occurred in early February when they 
displayed good sugar and flavour ripeness but also some crunchy acidity that is  
vital when crafting refreshing Rosé. After a short period “on skins”  to provide  
just the right colour the slightly pink free-run juice was extracted using delicate 
membrane presses at our Certified Organic winery and transferred to cooled tanks. 
Once the wine had settled and the heavy solids had been removed fermentation  
occurred under controlled conditions. This alluring certified organic wine has then 
had minimal handling prior to filtration for bottling at our Certified Organic winery. 

TASTING NOTES  

Soft carnation pink with aromas of watermelon, strawberry  
and a hint of citrus precede a full flavoured palate that finishes  
with freshness and length.

Cellaring A “drink young” style

Goes with A Crispy skinned Salmon  or Japanese tofu ramen  

Certified Organic Wine
Vegan Friendly
Minimal Preservatives

2022 ROSÉ
S O U T H  A U S T R A L I A
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https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/crispy-skinned-salmon/c4b71069-f687-4b97-ac26-654e453ac517
https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/japanese-tofu-ramen/tiwzxq2l?r=recipes/asianvegetarianrecipes&c=hn6epxer/Asian%20vegetarian%20recipes

